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The lies that bind: rethinking identity: creed, country, colour, class, culture

The psychology of gender

A mind of her own: the evolutionary psychology of women

Talking from 9 to 5: how women’s and men’s conversational styles affect who gets heard, who gets credit and what gets done at work

Setting the moral compass: essays by women philosophers

Ethnic, racial and religious inequalities: the perils of subjectivity

The rights of woman

Handbook of the sociology of gender

Women & power: a manifesto
Women, race & class

The dialectic of sex : the case for feminist revolution

The female eunuch

Political systems and definitions of gender roles

Language and woman's place : text and commentaries

Feminism and anthropology

Sex, gender, and the body : the student edition of What is a woman?

Dreamers of a new day : women who invented the twentieth century

Invisible women : exposing data bias in a world designed for men
An introduction to feminism

The feminine mystique

Women don't owe you pretty

Why stories matter: the political grammar of feminist theory

Down girl: the logic of misogyny

Feminism, interrupted: disrupting power

On female body experience: “Throwing like a girl” and other essays

Natives: race and class in the ruins of empire
Visible identities: race, gender, and the self

Racism

Man's most dangerous myth: the fallacy of race

Whiteness just isn't what is used to be: white identity in a changing South Africa

Ethnic boundary making: institutions, power, networks

The changing face of antisemitism: from ancient times to the present day

Vanishing diaspora: the Jews in Europe since 1945

Trials of the diaspora: a history of anti-semitism in England
Homecoming: voices of the Windrush generation

The house I live in: race in the American century

Black and British: a forgotten history

Afropean: notes from Black Europe

Strangers: homosexual love in the 19th century

Re Orient: change in Asian societies

Mistaken identity: race and class in the age of Trump

Queer intentions: a (personal) journey through LGBTQ+ culture
Mad for Foucault: rethinking the foundations of queer theory

The discursive ecology of homophobia: unraveling anti-LGBTQ speech on the European far right

Non-binary lives: an anthology of intersecting identities

Arrival city: how the largest migration in history is reshaping our world

Identity: the demand for dignity and the politics of resentment

Pedagogy of the oppressed

Trans: exploring gender identity and gender dysphoria: a guide for everyone (including professionals)

Women, art, and society
Photography, anthropology and history: expanding the frame

The testaments

Find me

The sellout

The vanishing half

How long 'til black future month?

Ordinary girls: a memoir
Poems of Africa

Wild swans : three daughters of China

Ushaba.

The god of small things

A suitable boy

Two lives

Wild seed

How we disappeared

Girl, woman, other

The Oxford book of Caribbean verse
Europe and the other and Europe as the other

Barbarism and civilization : a history of Europe in our time

Roller-coaster : Europe, 1950-2017

100 great black Britons

Occidentalism : a short history of anti-Westernism

Orientalism

North Korea's hidden revolution : how the information underground is transforming a closed society

Historical thinking in South Asia : a handbook of sources from colonial times to the present

Democracy in Iran : history and the quest for liberty
The modern Middle East: a history

The Middle East and Islamic world reader

Africa since 1940: the past of the present

History after apartheid: visual culture and public memory in a democratic South Africa

Becoming

Misjustice: how British law is failing women

Picturing Empire: photography and the visualization of the British Empire

Who owns history? : the case of Elgin’s loot

The karma of brown folk
Engendering development: through gender equality in rights, resources, and voice.

Why I'm no longer talking to white people about race [electronic resource]

Gender and insecurity: migrant women in Europe [electronic resource]

Exposing slavery: photography, human bondage, and the birth of modern visual politics in America [electronic resource]

Black women, cultural images, and social policy [electronic resource]


Me and white supremacy: combat racism, change the world, and become a good ancestor [electronic resource]

White fragility [electronic resource]: why it's so hard for white people to talk about racism
Taking up space [electronic resource] / the black girl's manifesto for change

Controversies in queer theology [electronic resource]

Feminism in the news [electronic resource] : representations of the women's movement since the 1960s

From peoples into nations : a history of Eastern Europe [electronic resource]

Hearts of darkness : white women write race

Black Oxford [electronic resource] : the untold stories of Oxford University's black scholars

Rhodes must fall [electronic resource] : the struggle to decolonise the racist heart of empire

They can't kill us all [electronic resource] : the story of Black Lives Matter

Engendering democracy [electronic resource]
Cyber selves : feminist ethnographies of South Asian women [electronic resource]

Technofeminism [electronic resource]

Policing the Black man : arrest, prosecution, and imprisonment [electronic resource]

We should all be feminists [electronic resource]

White privilege : the myth of a post-racial society [electronic resource]

Black artists in British art [electronic resource] : a history since the 1950s

Disability visibility

Gender hurts [electronic resource] : a feminist analysis of the politics of transgenderism
Diversify [electronic resource]

The good immigrant [electronic resource]

White girls [electronic resource]

Sexual politics [electronic resource]

Disability rights and wrongs revisited [electronic resource]

Occupying disability : critical approaches to community, justice, and decolonizing disability [electronic resource]

Academic ableism : disability and higher education [electronic resource]

Vulnerable bodies : new directions in disability studies [electronic resource]

The Oxford handbook of disability history [electronic resource]
Evidence for hope: making human rights work in the 21st century

Structural injustice: power, advantage, and human rights

Gender and human rights

Overcoming the legacy of the 20th century: protecting minorities in modern democracies

Inequality reexamined

Exceptional people: how migration shaped our world and will define our future

Women and citizenship

Cultural liberty in today's diverse world.
Fading scars: my queer disability history

Anti-discriminatory practice: equality, diversity and social justice

Disability: the basics

Gender identity, sexuality and autism: voices from across the spectrum

Black Spartacus: the epic life of Toussaint Louverture

Men who hate women: the extremism nobody is talking about

Hood feminism: notes from the women white feminists forgot.

The emigrants
Brit(ish) : on race, identity and belonging

Things fall apart

Beloved

I know why the caged bird sings

Lost children archive

Decolonization : a short history

On the postcolony

Insurgent empire : anticolonial resistance and British dissent

Ghosts of empire : Britain's legacies in the modern world
Gender and empire

The making and unmaking of empires: Britain, India, and America c.1750-1783

Black experience and the empire

Colonialism: a theoretical overview

British culture and the end of empire

Bury the chains: the British struggle to abolish slavery

Boycotts past and present: from the American Revolution to the campaign to boycott Israel

The right to sex
Life and times of cultural studies: the politics and transformation of the structures of knowledge

Imagining home: class, culture and nationalism in the African diaspora

The brutish museums: the Benin Bronzes, colonial violence and cultural restitution

Braiding sweetgrass: indigenous wisdom, scientific knowledge and the teachings of plants

A little gay history: desire and diversity across the world

A billion Black Anthropocenes or none

Decolonizing research: indigenous storywork as methodology

Queer theory in film & fiction
Sacred queer stories: Ugandan LGBTQ+ refugee lives & the Bible

African literature in the digital age: class and sexual politics in new writing from Nigeria and Kenya

Sad little men: private schools and the ruin of England